WELCOME to the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts GALA Honoring our Heroes & featuring keynote speaker, Dr. Ron Wolfson
Gala Program

- Cocktail “hour”
- Welcome
- Invocation: Rabbi Neal Gold, President, Massachusetts Board of Rabbis
- “I Have a Little Dreydl”, Zamir Noded
- Keynote speaker: Dr. Ron Wolfson
- Celebrating our Heroes and our AREV-MA recipients
- “Heal Us Now”, Zamir HaSharon
- Presidents’ Remarks
- Closing: Thank you for joining us this evening
Synagogue Council of Massachusetts
Board of Directors

Elizabeth Pressman & Craig Schneider, Co-Presidents
B. David Stollar, Secretary
Fred Cohen, Immediate Past President
Steven Greenberg
Shirah Hecht
Aaron Kischel
Elizabeth Offen
Jay Sage
Sandra Slavet
With gratitude for the time, creativity and hard work of the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts 2020 Gala Committee

Elizabeth Pressman
Steven Greenberg
Sandra Slavet
Terri Swartz Russell
B. David Stollar
Todda Rabbah!

Mike Rosenberg,

For being our Master of Ceremonies this evening; for your warmth, humor, generous spirit and enduring support.
Synagogue Council of Massachusetts is very grateful to the FENWAY GROUP for their skilled technical support and abundant patience! THANK YOU!
Thank you Toddah Rabbah to our AREV-MA Steering Committee

Rebecca Redner
Elizabeth Pressman
Sara Gardner
In gratitude for our teacher, Jesse Hefter, Host of Synagogue Council’s weekly Talmud class
Synagogue Council is abundantly grateful to our mentors, teachers guides and experts:

Opening Our Synagogues
with Ethan Mascoop, Dr. Jonathan Slutzman, Dr. Bruce Weinstock, & Dr. Wendy Huiger-Bernays

What Every New President Needs to Know
with Craig Schneider, Alan Avery-Peck, Lauren Kaplan, & Mike Rosenberg

Planning for the High Holidays: Voices from Across the Denominations
with Rabbi Yaakov Jaffe, Rabbi Valerie Cohen, & Rabbi Daniel Berman
Synagogue Council is abundantly grateful to our mentors, teachers, guides and experts:

Planning for the High Holidays: On-Line Edition
with Rabbi Dan Liben, Rabbi Rachel Gurevitz, & Cantor Lorel Zar Kessler

Successful Fundraising During a Pandemic
with Lee Rosenfield

Coping with Uncertainty
with Rabbi Beth Naditch, Rabbi Dick Rudnick, Rabbi Judy Kummer, and Shoshana Savitz

Planning for the High Holidays: On-Line Edition
with Rabbi Dan Liben, Rabbi Rachel Gurevitz & Cantor Lorel Zar Kessler
Synagogue Council is abundantly grateful to our mentors, teachers, guides and experts:

Indoor Air Quality Best Practices During Covid-19 with Curt Freedman

Harvesting Opportunity from the Pandemic with Daniel Langenthal

JNF Virtual Trip to Israel with Dana Gerber Klein and Mordecai Cohen
Robin Wolk,

*Mazel Tov*

on this well-deserved recognition
by Congregation Or Atid
and the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts.

We are so very proud of you
and all you do for the community and our family.

Love, Mom and Dad
Congratulations Robin Wolk!

Congregation Or Atid is lucky to have you to help guide it through these unprecedented times.

Your family is even more fortunate!

We love you,

David, Emmet, Katy and Mason
The Temple Beth Shalom community is proud to extend heartfelt Mazel Tov to our TBS community “hero” Ellen Dietrick and to all those who bring strength and inspiration to our synagogue communities during this challenging time!

“Thank you!” to the Synagogue Council for all that you do to support our congregations!

Rabbi Jay Perlman * Rabbi Todd Markley * Rabbi Julie Bressler * Rabbi Rifat Sonsino, Emeritus Rachel Happel, Director of K-12 Learning * Eugene Stein, TBS President
The entire lay leadership, staff and community of Temple Beth Shalom

Temple Beth Shalom 670 Highland Avenue Needham, Massachusetts www.tbsneedham.org
To Synagogue Council of Massachusetts, Immediate Past President,

Fred Cohen

מזל טוב

You’re our hero too!

The Synagogue Council Board of Directors

Gretchen Marks Brandt, Interim Director
Emma Savitz, Office Administrator
We don't know how you do it all!!

🌟 Organizing our Zoom Minyan Service
🌟 Greeting Everyone with warmth and care
🌟 Bringing us all together every week

Words cannot begin to express our appreciation!

The Temple Shalom Minyan
Mazel Tov, Gretchen on being named Interim Director of the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts.

May your years with SCM’s board and community be as gratifying as I was blessed to experience - a mere 38 years later.

Kol Hak’vod and thank you to the HEROES who have helped keep our congregations alive and vibrant during the pandemic.

Congratulations to the AREV-MA Grant Recipients.

May you continue the legacy of the grant’s namesake, Anita Redner, who served humanity with such love and grace.

Alan Teperow
The Jewish Community in Massachusetts is managing during this most trying time in our lifetimes thanks not only due to those of us who have been nominated as “heroes” and but also thanks to the very many “unnamed heroes” who have spent many hours and much thought to provide light in this dark time. They too deserve a Yasher Koach and Todah Rabah. It takes a community to assure survival.

Stay Safe.

~ Fred & Stephanie Cohen ~
Mazal Tov
BONNIE LEVY
Oh My Stars We Love You!

the littles ~ page, connor, olivia, benji, ellie & lucy the middles ~ zach, sophie, sophia, jake, emmie, josh eliana & sarah the temps~ anna, zoe, colin, sam, max & sam the 5th dimension~ ari, alden & ayla the new kids~ dara, jenna, spencer, bella, maddy & ruby the beatles~ rayn, adam & victor anthony the backstreet boys ~ ben, eli, ethan & evan the boy band~ tyler, dylan, phoenix, jacob & derek one direction~ kyleigh, abby, parker, resse & emma the b'nais~ nate, jason, ava, emily, jesse, molly, noah, lily, sydney, julian, jolie, micah, orly, inessa, jake, jesse, tessa, avery, maya, sasha, anna, abigail, aaron, sasha, hannah, jack, jeremy, miriam, mason, jennifer, sivan, zachary, maya, brett, ali, andrew, sam, sophie, marc, matan, brooke, jose, benjamin abby, sammie, ava, max. adam, sarah, andrew, sadie, sam, andrew, teddy, ava, jack, alej, shayna, gabe, zoe, max, harper, bella, lila, josh, jared, natalie, lindsay, lucy, zack, josh, jacob, cora, sarah, ella, natalie, mitch, henry, tom, natalie, jack, monica, ella, jonathan, molly, presley, robbie, maya, hannah, sophie, ryan, emmett, gaby, graham the couples ~ addie&dylan, tom&caryn, larry&paula, leah&dan, lauda&jb, emily&stephen, dana&pj, samantha&luucas, rachel&adam, becca&justin, brittnne&alex, hannah&josh, arianna&josh, aaron&nikki, dana&mark, andrea&leo, luis&rachel, liz&neil, ari&ryliegh lori&pete, rungsima&david, jonathan&tara, davidd&parks the entire simcha-services~
congregation derech hashalom family & rabbi jennifer rudin!
RABBI DAVID WEINER
Mazel Tov on this recognition

You pursue peace & inspire us to take that one right step to better our community.

Knesset Israel
learn | grow | inspire | together
Kol Hakavod to Gretchen,
and to
Synagogue Council of Massachusetts.

May you go from
strength to strength.

Rabbi Ma’ayan and Rick Sands
A faithful friend is a sturdy shelter. Whoever finds one finds a treasure.” Ben Sira, 6:14

Alan Avery-Peck,
We treasure you and your friendship.
מזל טוב on this most deserved honor!

Linda & Ari, Laura & Steve, Susan & Mitch, Carolyn & Steve, Helaine & Jonathan, Denise & Sol, Holly & Dave, Carole & Ron, Marlene & Harry, Harriet & Alan, Paula, Joel
Mazal tov and thank you to all the heroes at the synagogues in our community that continue to enrich Jewish life during the pandemic.

Kol ha-kavod as well to the Synagogue Council's Board members and staff that support the synagogues and promote pluralism and inclusion.

Craig & Tammy Schneider
music to make your *simkhe* special ~ concerts & workshops, too!

klezmer@yiddishmusic.com
yiddishmusic.com/di-bostoner-klezmer

We celebrate our pandemic heroes with the Synagogue Council and Gala attendees
Congratulations and thank you to all our heroes--
May you continue to go from strength to strength!

Stew, Gretchen, Jacob and Aaron Brandt
Emma & Dovid Skversky
Ilana, Adam, Aviya & Hodaya Bernstein.
Maher lishmoah, v’kashe l’abed: chacham.
One who is quick to learn and forgets with difficulty:
this is a wise person. Pirkei Avot 5:12

Temple Israel of Natick honors
Alan Avery-Peck, our Synagogue Hero
Temple President and "Commander in Chief of
Communications and Community"

Kol HaKavod v’Todah Rabah!
Rabbi Daniel Liben, Cantor Ken Richmond and the
Temple Israel of Natick community.
Celebrating TBZ Heroes

M’chayil El Chayil
From Strength to Strength

Rabbi Claudia Kreiman, the TBZ leadership and the entire TBZ community congratulate our Heroes, Amira, Adam and Amy in this wonderful acknowledgement from the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts. TBZ is stronger and bolder because of leaders like you.

Amira Sky Barnett
Amy Bullock
Adam Teller

Temple Beth Zion
1566 Beacon Street | Brookline, MA 02446
www.tbzbrookline.org
Yashar Koach to our favorite techies,

**Brian Lefsky and David Beckman**, devoted, stalwart volunteers who have kept our Temple Emanuel community connected during these uncharted times, day and night, without missing a beat, since March.

They are indeed the Dynamic Duo of Temple Emanuel and we are so proud of them!

With love from your other halves,

Amy and Ilene

“*May God who blessed our ancestors...*  
*bless those who devotedly involve themselves with the needs of this community...*  
*by making all their worthy endeavors prosper.*”
YASHER KOACH!
RABBI RICHARD E. PERLMAN
and
JOHN DUNN

THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU HAVE DONE TO KEEP US SAFE AND CONNECTED DURING THIS PANDEMIC!

TEMPLE NER TAMID
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

TEMPLE NER TAMID
368 LOWELL STREET
PEABODY, MA 01960
www.templenerertamid.org
So Proud of our Mishpacha!

David Beckman
Eugenia Gerstein
Brian Lefsky
We are grateful to our Heroes, Rabbi Benjamin Samuels and Hagay Ramati, whose efforts are extraordinary in normal times, and who have sustained and nourished our congregation through these challenging months.

Mazel Tov to all the honorees, who have worked so hard on behalf of their synagogues and communities.

Judy and Jonathan Chiel and family
Kol Hakavod to all of our Synagogue Council Heroes who made sure that our congregational communities continued to flourish and who offered support and comfort to congregants.

“What does the Lord require of you?
To act justly, and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God.”

You have each carried out this prophetic teaching from Micah, 6:8 in many different ways. We are very proud to celebrate your hard work and care and kindness to others during this pandemic.

Bob and Elizabeth Pressman
Yasher Koach to the Synagogue Council Board and Staff on a wonderful year! Despite all the unique difficulties brought on by Covid-19, you have met and excelled at every challenge providing high quality programming and meaningful opportunities for engagement.

Thank you Craig & Elizabeth for your leadership as Board Co-Presidents!

Thank you Gretchen and Emma for devoting countless hours to ensure SCM's success!

~ Liz Offen & Ethan Mascoop
KOL HAKAVOD

to the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts

for uniting clergy, staff, and lay leaders across the Commonwealth during this challenging time.

Mazel Tov to all the honorees!

HEBREW COLLEGE

hebrewcollege.edu
We join the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts in honoring the heroes of our community synagogues

a special congratulations
to Bruce Berns and Robin Metzger, Temple Aliyah, Needham

and mazel tov to
Aliza Arzt, Alan Avery-Peck, David Beckman, Ellen Dietrick, Rabbi David Lerner and Rabbi Benjamin Samuels

welcoming and thanking our friend,
Dr. Ron Wolfson

ישר כוחכם

*Arnee R. and Walter A. Winshall*
COMBINED JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES congratulates

the Synagogue Council and the Heroes

who have led and inspired always, and especially during this unprecedented year.

Thank you for all you do.

MAY YOU GO FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

CJP
We salute our charismatic leader

RABBI ALAN TURETZ

Whose eloquence, insights and compassion continue to elevate, empower and inspire our congregation.

Julian Hyman
President
Jay Balaban

Your determination, know-how, and on-going role as Techno-Shammas is the main reason our shul enters the homes and continues to touch the lives of so many.
Mazal Tov
Barbra Sher!
Congregation Or Atid is very fortunate that you are their VP of Programming and so much more!

We love you and are always happy to provide you with curbside pick-up for desserts!

Love, Denise & Sol Roditi
Kol HaKavod to all the honorees & In appreciation of the administration of The Synagogue Council of Massachusetts.  *May you all go from strength to strength!*

*Rabbi Benjamin J. Samuels*

*Hagay Ramati, President*

Congregation Shaarei Tefillah

www.Shaarei.org
Yishar Kochech,

Mara Bloom

Our Wonder Woman at Temple Reyim

Thank you for all you have done and are doing to sustain and move our community forward.

David and Carol Stollar
Mazal tov and yasher koach to Rabbi Samuels, Hagay Ramati, and to all of the HEROES who have worked so hard to maintain congregational and communal life during the pandemic.

May your names long be remembered in the annals of American Jewish history.

Jonathan D. Sarna & Ruth Langer
Congratulations to our Heroes!

Rabbi David Lerner
Dr. David Geller
Susan Rubenstein
Linda Skolnik

With appreciation and gratitude,
Your friends at Temple Emunah
מל התוכן שוני ארוןוביץ!

Thank you for stepping up in these challenging times, bringing clarity, laughter, and creativity to all our programming.
We are so grateful for your presence and leadership!

ישר כותב
Amy O’Donnell,
by accepting responsibility for leadership, your passion for
the health of our Shir Tikva community has made a positive
difference in the lives of so many and makes us so proud.
Yasher Koach!
You’ve always been our hero!
Papa and Mom
Chester and Diane Black
Mazel Tov to
Rabbi Valerie Cohen
of Temple Emanuel Sinai of Worcester
on her nomination as a
HERO!

Our congregation could not have asked for a better rabbi during this pandemic. From our 48-hour pivot to online worship and continuing through the summer and High Holly Days, Rabbi Valerie has demonstrated the vision and drive to keep our congregation together. She has worked tirelessly to consider every detail and therefore has ensured we can learn, worship and congregate as a community. She is our hero!!
MAZAL TOV TO OUR HEROES AT TEMPLE EMUNAH!

Dr David Geller
Susan Rubenstein
Linda Skolnik
Bonnie Levy

With much appreciation from your rabbis,
Rabbi David Lerner and Rabbi Leora Kling Perkins

AND MAZAL TOV TO RABBI DAVID LERNER!
With gratitude for your leadership and partnership,
Rabbi Leora Kling Perkins
Mazel Tov to Rabbi Richard Perlman and John Dunn, our TNT Heroes.
Sisterhood and Men's Club of Temple Ner Tamid

Rabbi Polisson & the Or Atid community wholeheartedly thank President Robin Wolk and Programming VP Barbra Sher for their visionary leadership and tireless service!

Our heartfelt gratitude for Brian Lefsky, David Beckman & Eugenia Gerstein for heroic efforts to facilitate and enhance Virtual Services at Temple Emanuel throughout the pandemic. Jacobs Family
Mike Ardai has exemplified the highest expression of devotion and dedication to our community. Kol Ha-Kavod and infinite thanks to a true hero and most deserving honoree! - Temple Tiferet Shalom

Kol Hakavod TBZ and Barnett family...Mark, Katherine, Gabriel, Amira and Hannah for their part in improving our world!
Warmly, Teri and Steve Barnett

Shir Tikvah is enduringly grateful to Dan Lieber for his vision, leadership and hard work. Our song of hope rings clear with his help.
Mazal tov to Temple Emunah honorees: Rabbi David Lerner, Dr. David Geller, Susan Rubenstein and Linda Skolnik! With much appreciation, Linna and Gil Ettinger

“What we are - I propose - is a family. We are not a perfect family, but we are a real family.” -Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz

from Steven Greenberg & Bobbie London

Congratulations Amira Barnett, Adam Teller, and Amy Bullock for making our TBZ community stronger by connecting us to each other through prayer, outreach, and Hesed.
Sara Smolover and Larry Kraus
Sisterhood Temple Emanuel celebrates our heroes: Eugenia Gerstein, David Beckman and Brian Lefsky. You continuously lift our community. Thank you!

Congratulations to our Temple Emunah Heroes! We are so proud of you for guiding our community. - Janet and David Goldberg

Eugenia Gerstein, Thank you for lifting our spirits with music and bringing us together even though we’re apart. With deep appreciation, The Kol Emanuel Choir
Barbara and Rabbi Henry Zoob applaud the contributions of Amy Cook and Tim Holiner to Temple Beth David in Westwood. You may not get the headlines, but your heroic efforts make TBD tops!

Yasher Koach to Temple Reyim's hero Mara Bloom from Eva and Alan Radding

Mara Bloom, Mazal tov on this special honor and thank you so much for your leadership, vision, dedication, humility, and deep compassion.

Bivrcha,
Rabbi Daniel Berman
“The world stands on teaching, serving, and caring.” (Avot 1:2). We’re grateful to **David Leers, Elaine Braun-Keller, and George Morton** for supporting all three. Rabbi Mike & CBE Acton

Dear **Rabbi Samuels** and **Hagay**: Thank you for your tireless work and leadership over these past many months. You’ve fostered a sense of strong community and normalcy despite the anything-but-normal times. May you both continue to go from strength to strength.

With warm regards, Pam Scheinman and Igor Koralnik and Family

*Kol HaKavod* to the Temple Emunah Heroes, **Rabbi David Lerner, David Geller, Susan Rubenstein** and **Linda Skolnik**! Their commitment made it possible for our congregation to continue as a caring, vibrant community.

Fred Ezekiel
Brian Lefsky, David Beckman and Eugenia Gerstein, Thank you for all you do for us. Temple Emanuel is blessed to have you. Sandy and Rick Thau

Brian Lefsky and David Beckman, thank you for providing us high-quality access to our synagogue community! Eugenia Gerstein, thank you for enhancing our services with your musicians! From Sue and David Rosenbaum

Mazel tov and thank you to Amy Cook and Tim Holiner. - Patricia Aronson
Mazel tov, **George Morton**, on receiving this recognition. We love you and thank you for all that you do for the Jewish community. Love, Lauren, Jeremy, and Max

With appreciation to our fabulous **Rabbi Benjamin Samuels** and **President Hagay Ramati** of Congregation Shaarei Tefillah.
- Shuli & Avi Rockoff

**Brian Lefsky, David Beckman**, and **Eugenia Gerstein**, thank you for making these challenging times a bit brighter. - Howard and Michelle Greene
To our dear friend and teacher Eugenia Gerstein, thank you for keeping our spirits up with your music as our teacher, choir director and friendship.

Eddy, Ayelet and Yael Sternberg

In honor of R. Samuels & Hagay Ramati. "Those who occupy themselves with the needs of the congregation." Naomi & Keith Osher
Cantor Doob was instrumental in helping my daughter create a Zoom Bat Mitzvah that was beautiful and personal and allowed our family to experience some sense of normalcy in a strange time. - The Lussiers
Mazel Tov Rabbi Perlman and John Dunn - TNT’s super heroes - The Lubarskys

Kol Ha’Kavod to Fred Cohen from Temple Shalom of Newton

Am HaYam very much appreciates our “Hero,” Judy Keller. from Renate Wasserman

Mazel Tov Rabbi Perlman on your honor from Larry Levine's Kosher Market
Congratulations to OUR heroes Robin Metzger and Bruce Berns!
Temple Aliyah

Congratulations Mara Bloom. Yasher Koach! Love from your fans, Nat, Aliya & Joel

To Brian Lefsky, David Beckman, and Eugenia Gerstein: We are so grateful for all you do for our community! Love, Barb Gaffin and Doug Cahn

Congratulations to my Hero - Rabbi Keith Stern of Temple Beth Avodah, Newton from Bonnie Millender
Mazel tov and thank you, Rabbi Valerie Cohen! Deb & Mark Shear

Mazel Tov to ADAM TELLER, from Jonathan and Amy at TBZ.

Mazel Tov to Dr. Mark Popovsky, Temple Israel of Sharon’s hero. - Ellen & Aaron Kischel

Mazal tov, Robin Metzger! Thank you for helping Temple Aliyah Zoom as a community. 😊 Sharon Katz
Bruce Berns, you’re indefatigable commitment to Temple Aliyah is immeasurable and much appreciated! Sharon Katz

The Congregation Tifereth Israel congratulates Joanne Pressman as one of this year’s honorees by the Synagogue Council of Massachusetts

Shir Tikvah is enduringly grateful to Dan Lieber for his vision, leadership and hard work. Our song of hope rings clear with his help.

Eugenia Gerstein, thank you for keeping our music going during these challenging times. The Temple Emanuel Klezmer Band
Thank you David Beckman, Brian Lefsky and Eugenia Gerstein. A very safe Kol HaCovid! Varda & Neal Farber

Congratulations, Joanne Pressman, on this honor. Sally and Herb Kepnes

Mazel Tov Brian Lefsky, David Beckman & Eugenia Gerstein …….So rightfully deserved - Judy & Allan Szathmary

Mazel Tov Alan Avery-Peck! Thanks for all you do! - TI Men’s Club
Temple B'nai Brith congratulates and thanks all our 2020 Synagogue Council Heroes!

Thanks and congratulations from Temple Beth Israel to our hero Mark Fydenberg.

*Mazel tov, Eugenia Gerstein, Brian Lefsky, and David Beckman of TE on this well-earned honor! Yasher Koach!* - Lisa and Matt Golden & Family

*Mazal Tov to Temple Emanuel’s honorees: Brian Lefsky, David Beckman & Eugenia Gerstein* - Joyce & Michael Bohnen
In honor of Rabbi Benjamin Samuels and Hagay Ramati. Naomi & Carl Lopkin

Gratitude to Robin Metzger, Bruce Berns and Temple Aliyah! Love, Margie and Gil Brodsky

Thank you, Mervin Alge, for all you do for the Boston Jewish Community. - Kenny Wintman

Yasher koach to the Emanuel Trio, Mark Popovsky and Rabbi Benjamin Samuels. - Bruce Gold
Mazal Tov to **Jay Balaban** on his well deserved recognition by the Synagogue Council for his tireless contributions to the spiritual life of CBSBH. - Dr Shelley Charnoff and Dr Andrew Terrono

Thank you to Temple Emanuel heroes, **Brian Lefsky**, and **David Beckman**! Jan Moidel Schwartz

**Robin Metzger** - Mazel Tov on this well-deserved honor - Howard & Laura Kaufman

*Mazal tov* and best wishes from the Jewish Climate Action Network!
May our son, Rabbi David Lerner continue to work for tikkun olam and invigorating Jewish life. Rabbi Stephen Lerner and Dr. Anne Lapidus Lerner

In honor of Rabbi Alan Turetz. - Arnold and Renee Weinfield

Kol hakavod to Gretchen Marks Brandt for her dedication and hard work. - Mike Rosenberg

Best wishes to all for 5781. Rabbi Sam and Jenni Seicol
Thank you **TBS** for creating space to daven, zoom and laugh together.

- Leah Robins
Synagogue Council of Massachusetts is grateful to CJP for making a difference in the Greater Boston Jewish Community.
Synagogue Council of Massachusetts
Board of Directors

Elizabeth Pressman & Craig Schneider, Co-Presidents
B. David Stollar, Secretary
Fred Cohen, Immediate Past President
Steven Greenberg
Shirah Hecht
Aaron Kischel
Elizabeth Offen
Jay Sage
Sandra Slavet
Mike Rosenberg, Master of Ceremonies

The Fenway Group, Technology Production

Dobe Ressler & di bostoner klezmer, Opening music

Rabbi Neal Gold, Massachusetts Board of Rabbis, Invocation and Honoring our Clergy

I Have a Little Dreydel: Written by Mikhl Gelbart; Arranged by Tayku; Performed by Zamir Noded of the Zamir Choral Foundation, Matthew Lazar, Founder & Director
CREDITS

Dr. Ron Wolfson, Keynote speaker

Our 60 Honored Heroes and the 154 remarkable people who nominated them

Heal Us Now: Composed by Leon Sher, Performed by HaZamir HaSharon of the Zamir Choral Foundation, Matthew Lazar Founder & Director

Synagogue Council of Massachusetts Gala Committee & Board of Directors

Emma Savitz, Synagouge Council Administrator
Thank you for joining us this evening.

*Mazal tov* and thank you to our heroes
And to everyone who made this evening possible.

Best wishes for good health
and a light-filled Hanukkah.